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Rand note: the rand fails to see much strength as the credit rating agencies leave
SA's rating unchanged as expected but global factors continue to provide a drag on
EM assets
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•

Risk classes continue to be heavily graduated, with EM assets losing out, particularly in
the currency space while advanced economies continue to see gains particularly in
equities, and this has benefited SA equity prices too, but the rand remains mired weaker.

•

Figures from Iress and the IFF (Institute of International Financial) show that -R29bn in
bonds owned by foreigners were sold in November net of purchases, after a -R32bn on a
net basis in October, and a loss of -R30bn in September.

•

Foreigners have also been dumping SA equities on a net basis according to the same
figures, with -R9bn sold off in November, -R20bn in October and -R6bn in September
(August -R11bn), and indeed each month recording a net sell-off this year.

•

The Fed QE tapering has added to negative foreigner investor perceptions of emerging
markets. The MTBPS recently warranted no change in SA credit ratings from Moody’s and
S&P, with no comment from Fitch either.

•

Moody's “completed the periodic review of a group of issuers that includes South Africa
and may include related ratings through a discussion held on 14 October 2021. The review
did not involve a rating committee, and this publication does not announce a credit rating
action".

•

“The (existing) credit profile of South Africa (issuer rating Ba2) reflects the country's "baa3"
economic strength, balancing deep-rooted structural impediments to growth against its
deteriorating but still strong economic resiliency derived from economic diversification”.

•

Furthermore, “its "baa3" institutions and governance strength based on the country's
robust ranking in the Worldwide Governance Indicators and evidence of the institutions'
capacity to preserve macroeconomic stability”.
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•

While “its "caa2" fiscal strength reflect(s) the continued, long-standing rise in government
debt levels and deteriorating debt affordability, and its "baa" susceptibility to event risk
driven by political risk and banking sector risk.”

•

The rand currently averages R15.00/USD so far this quarter, with just over half the quarter
reached. The ongoing negative market sentiment to EM’s risks further vulnerability for the
domestic currency. Both Moody’s and Fitch have retained SA on negative rating outlooks.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

The rand has weakened to R15.84/USD today, from R15.15/USD on Monday, and
failing to return to R15.15/USD over the course of last week on a sustainable basis,
with EM currencies in general seeing malaise at the start of the FOMC tapering
programme.
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•

The rand will remain highly volatile, vulnerable to US data releases, particularly any seen
as likely to speed up the tapering of the US asset purchase programme, and in particular
speed up the advent of higher US interest rates.

•

Emerging market currencies are taking their steer from financial global markets, and
global investor sentiment, with concerns over high inflation yet to abate, while international
oil prices are still elevated, only having seen very mild easing last week.

•

The fourth wave of COVID-19 continues to build globally, with the US seeing its infection
curve now on an upwards trajectory, while the UK is experiencing ongoing upwards
momentum in its curve which rocketed higher in July and is still yet to subside.

•

Germany is seeing a particularly sharp climb in cases now in its fourth wave, and the next
wave of COVID-19, while not yet apparent in SA, may be building, with 687 new cases
reported yesterday, versus 205 new cases on 7th November, and 398 on 15th November.

•

SA may be seeing its fourth wave build, beginning in November as was feared, as the
start of a new wave of COVID-19 infections is usually slow to rise and so in a months’ time
may be more apparent, if indeed this is the start of SA’s fourth wave.

•

The COVID-19 numbers are very low in SA currently, while vaccinations are at 24.6
million. Currently, 42 doses have been administered out of 100 people in South Africa
(Bloomberg), and so SA remains at risk, with thirteen months estimated for SA to reach
75%.

•

The global time to 75% vaccination of the world’s population is three months in
comparison, while 27 countries have already reached this mark. The new delta variant,
AY4.2, has been reported as possibly more infectious than the delta variant itself.

•

The rand is reflecting risk aversion, globally towards EM currencies. Should the fourth
wave underway globally become severe, this would also increase risk-off and could see
the rand weaken somewhat further.
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